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Abstract

Influential political elites in South Korea and Japan have recently expressed deep concerns with the reliability of the United States to uphold its alliance security guarantee commitments. As a result, those leaders have advocated that either US nuclear weapons be deployed to the region, or that their nations establish national nuclear arsenals to better ensure regional stability and protection of vital national interests. While few analysts believe South Korea or Japan possesses the political will or operational doctrine to risk nuclear weapon development in the short term, it is likely that ally concerns will only deepen over time, due to perceived US unresponsiveness and inaction. This report analyzes the situation from the perspective of security theory (deterrence) and international relations theory (alliance dilemmas). Because both South Korea and Japan have previously undertaken controversial nuclear weapons development programs, the study reviews the security history of both of the alliances and the factors behind these actions. It also reviews processes created to address similar security assurance concerns by NATO allies during the Cold War, to facilitate case study assessment on the applicability of these processes to contemporary northeast Asia. Finally, the study provides recommendations based on the accrued data, to enhance security assurance for the South Korean and Japanese alliances.
Introduction

The coming decades have been termed the “Asian Century” due to anticipated growth of Chinese economic and political influence. Security analysts suggest that nuclear weapons will acutely shape the national security strategies and international relations among northeast Asia nations.\(^1\) President Obama recently highlighted the crucial value which US alliances toward maintaining stability in the region.\(^2\) However, allied nuclear weapons capability and conflict deterrence concerns underlie significant alliance crises of confidence tensions. Recent Japanese and South Korean activism to create national nuclear stockpiles suggests a lack of confidence in US political will and capability to support alliance commitments not seen since the early 1960s.\(^3\)

Few analysts believe South Korea or Japan possesses the political will to commence nuclear weapon development in the short term.\(^4\) Many, however, believe that tensions will degrade over time if US unresponsiveness and inaction is perceived. Several influential studies suggest that the Japan-US and South Korea-US alliances should implement nuclear consultation processes emplaced during the Cold War to address similar NATO nuclear tensions.\(^5\) This study will assess whether NATO’s 40+ year-old remain applicable to contemporary Asian alliance nuclear tensions and security environment. After reviewing security theory (deterrence) and international relations theory (alliance dilemmas), the study will examine Asian alliance security dynamics, nuclear weapons doctrine, and past Japanese and South Korean nuclear weapons development efforts. The study will next review NATO nuclear doctrine, and clarify alliance nuclear consultation processes. The study will then clarify the contemporary northeast Asia security environment, followed by a case study assessment of the NATO nuclear consultation processes to the northeast Asia alliances. Finally, the study will offer recommendations based on the accrued data to enhance security assurance for the South Korean and Japanese alliances.
Background

Military deterrence seeks to prevent military attack or political coercion to vital national interests by using threats to discourage an adversary from initiating an unwanted action. Deterrence threats serve to convince the adversary that the costs of acting will exceed the value of possible gains, thereby influencing the adversary to choose not to act. Deterrence threats imply that either the defender can defeat the attack and thereby prevent the adversary from successfully achieving its desired territorial or coercive objectives (deterrence by denial), or that the defender will hold the adversary’s vital national interests hostage to retaliatory action so costly to dissuade adversary action (deterrence by punishment), or a combination of both. The credibility of a nation’s deterrence strategy rests upon the adversary’s valuation of both potential costs of action and the defender’s perceived political will and military capability to protect its vital national interests. The success of a deterrence strategy hinges upon the degree to which both the adversary and the defender perceive the defender’s deterrent as credible.

Extended deterrence is a critical diplomatic decision which offers security protection to named allies at the risk of one’s own vital national interests. A defender (the US in this study) symbolizes its commitment to protect an ally from adversary aggression or coercion via an alliance security guarantee, which is intended to provide the ally “assurance” that the US will honor its security obligations. Assurance credibility rests upon the ally’s perception of the defender’s willingness and capability to uphold the alliance security commitments.

The alliance dilemmas of abandonment and entrapment strongly influence ally and defender perceptions toward security guarantee credibility and the relative value of the alliance. Allies fear abandonment if they perceive their alliance partner as unreliable vis-à-vis alliance
security commitments. Nations may also fear entrapment from an overly assertive ally whose actions may drag the alliance partner into unplanned conflicts. Abandonment or entrapment pressures may influence an ally to take their security destiny into their own hands, whether it be acquiring more capable tools (such as a nuclear arsenal), electing to opt out of the alliance, or initiating acts to “attract the attention of and re-extract security guarantees” from the defender.

Modern extended deterrence uses threats of conventional (non-nuclear) military response, possible nuclear retaliation, and potential diplomatic, informational, and economic action. The collection of capability provides alliance leaders with a so-called “escalation ladder” of possible retaliatory options. Alliance “declaratory policy” clarifies the conditions under which a certain kind of retaliation will be considered, or to reassure would-be aggressors the conditions under which selected retaliatory option is “off the table.” The degree to which allied partners can shape the timing and degree of alliance retaliatory response is a continuing issue of consequence. The following chapter will review how such deterrence concepts and security dilemmas have shaped South Korea-US and Japan-US alliance dynamics and nuclear weapons development.

South Korea-US and Japan-US Alliance Security Dynamics

US nuclear weapons and nuclear security guarantees have substantially influenced the dynamics of both the Japan-US and South Korea-US alliances. The US was unwilling to limit its political and strategic flexibility with its Asian alliance partners in a region secondary to Europe in the post-WWII US “containment” strategy. Unlike NATO’s collective-defense philosophy, the US established bilateral alliances each Asian partner which did not make Japan or South Korea responsible for each other’s defense. Nor did the US elect to share nuclear weapons design data, targeting doctrine, or command and control details with its Asian allies.
South Korea

South Korea’s Cold War military was poorly equipped and incapable of independently deterring its North Korean enemy. To achieve military effectiveness and symbolize US commitment to the alliance, South Korean military forces and the responsibility for the defense of South Korea have been under the control of a US Four-star General since 1950. To further demonstrate its commitment, the US deployed military forces and nuclear weapons to South Korea, under the control of the US Commander, until their permanent removal in 1991. The US forces serve as a symbolic “tripwire” to assure South Korea of US engagement during a North Korean-initiated conflict, with the US nuclear weapons representing: a) a US vital national interest it will defend; and b) a battlefield capability and conflict deterrent. Unlike Europe, the US feared being entrapped into a South Korean-initiated conflict, thus has no treaty obligations under the US-South Korea Mutual Security Treaty to assist in such circumstances.

Nuclear weapons remain a taboo topic “too shocking to consider” in South Korean society. South Korean military and political leaders have had no exposure to US nuclear doctrine and deterrence/conflict escalation, due to strict US-only control even during the 40 years that US nuclear weapons were deployed to South Korea. Unlike NATO, where the US Secretary of Defense routinely briefed alliance peers on US nuclear policy and worldwide political initiatives, it was not until 1969 that recurring Security Consultative Meetings (SCM) between the US Secretary of Defense and South Korean Defense Minister were created to establish unified guidance for alliance forces. Such SCM dialogue was non-nuclear and focused solely on the Korean peninsula. Given such limited political consultation, it is perhaps not surprising that a series of unilateral US efforts to decreased deployed US military troop strength in the 1970s would spike South Korea’s fear of US abandonment, triggering South Korea’s clandestine
nuclear weapons development program. South Korean concerns were triggered by President
Nixon’s unilateral removal of a US combat infantry division from the peninsula, only years after
President Johnson had assured South Korean leaders that no such drawdown would occur.22
Such fears were compounded by President Carter’s drive to remove all remaining US forces
from the peninsula, lackluster US response to North Korean aggressions, and perceived
abandonment of other regional US allies (Taiwan and Vietnam).23

Japan

Japan’s differing strategic circumstances resulted in a distinctly different alliance. The
US valued Japan as the consequential ally in the northeast Asia region--a future regional power
whose future economic and political influence the US hoped would shape US interests elsewhere
in the region.24 Japan’s proximity to regional adversaries and other US allies made it a valuable
power projection platform for US aviation and maritime forces. Unlike NATO or South Korea,
Japan was not faced with a viable invasion threat.25 Additionally, Japan’s WWII aggression and
savage occupation tactics made its potential re-armament threatening both to regional adversaries
and other US allies. Japan, seeking relief from US occupation in the early 1950s, pragmatically
emplaced a pacifist “Peace Constitution” and established a security treaty with the US which
provided guaranteed basing rights to the US in exchange for US defense of the Japanese
homeland. The treaty thus provided collective value to the region, lessening fears of entrapment
(potential conflicts involving a resurgent Japanese military) and providing reassurance to the
pacifist Japanese public and its neighbors alike.26

Japanese nuclear doctrine was defined by two Cold War policies which remain in-force.
Prime Minister Sato’s 1967 “Three Non-Nuclear Principles” prohibits Japan from manufacturing
or possessing nuclear weapons, and outlaws the entry of any nation’s nuclear weapons within
Japanese soil, maritime territory, or airspace. This reflected both a fear of entrapment (deployment of US nuclear weapons within Japanese territory threatened external attack), and the temperament of a vehemently anti-nuclear Japanese populace. Sato’s subsequent 1968 “Four Nuclear Policies” held Japan to: a) adherence to the Three Non-Nuclear Principles; b) pursuit of global disarmament; c) limiting Japanese use of nuclear energy to peaceful purposes; and d) reliance upon US extended deterrence to maintain Japanese external security. Both Japanese policies were enacted at a time of significant internal and external security tensions, while Japan was considering how to respond to the 1964 Chinese nuclear test, how reliable US security guarantees were, and whether or not to sign the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty.

Prime Minister Sato also commissioned Japan’s initial assessment on development of a national nuclear arsenal. Where South Korea’s proliferation activity involved engineering activity, Japan has limited its efforts to high-level academic and political cost/benefit analyses. All studies have concluded that continued reliance upon US extended deterrence security protection was of greater political and strategic value to Japan than creation of a nuclear arsenal:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Research Agency</th>
<th>Assessment Focus</th>
<th>Conclusions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1960s</td>
<td>Natl Security Research Agency</td>
<td>Scientific and Technical Capabilities</td>
<td>Maintain status quo (extended deterrence) due to economic costs and negative regional political impact (threat of &quot;resurgent Japan&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960s</td>
<td>Cabinet Office (acadaemia)</td>
<td>Political Considerations</td>
<td>Maintain status quo (extended deterrence) due to negative political costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960s</td>
<td>Ministry of Foreign Affairs</td>
<td>Foreign Policy Impacts</td>
<td>Maintain status quo (extended deterrence) but establish latent technical and economic capability to produce an indigenous weapon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990s</td>
<td>Japanese Defense Agency</td>
<td>Strategic Considerations</td>
<td>Maintain status quo (extended deterrence) due to lack of threat justifying national arsenal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>45 Japanese Strategic Elites</td>
<td>Strategic Considerations</td>
<td>Maintain status quo (extended deterrence) but enhance latent technical capability to more quickly produce an indigenous weapon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These studies highlight the political relevancy for Japan to maintain a “latent” (possible) nuclearization capability. So doing exemplifies Ariel Levite’s premise of “nuclear hedging,” which he defines as “a national strategy of maintaining, or at least appearing to maintain, a viable option for the relatively rapid acquisition of nuclear weapons, based on an indigenous technical capacity to produce them within a relatively short time frame ranging from several weeks to a few years.” Analysts suggest Japan’s hedging strategy serves both to compel US security assurance commitment due to fear of entrapment in a Japanese conflict, and serve as an unambiguous signal to adversaries not to push Tokyo to a point of operationalizing its latent nuclear capability. Andrew O’Niel draws a parallel here with Israel’s strategic hedging activity, where the latter’s un-acknowledged nuclear weapons capability has provided unquestioned strategic deterrence to any who would threaten Israel’s continued existence.

A key factor impacting the credibility of such a hedging strategy is the existence and capability of a warhead delivery platform. This issue was assessed in detail in Japan’s 2003 nuclearization assessment. That study concluded that it would take decades for Japan to develop credible nuclear capability due to lack of viable delivery vehicles, insufficient command and control systems, and nonexistent operational doctrine, as well as an immature national security policy. Such factors reinforce the consistent recommendations from each of the nuclearization studies that Japan should not engage in establishing nuclear capability unless it is with the assistance and support of the US, thereby retaining a key ally which can maintain alliance security in the interim and could provide assistance to accelerate Japanese efforts.

Given this history, we will now quickly review northeast Asia’s current security environment, including contemporary Japanese and South Korean issues and the perspectives of other regional states toward potential creation of indigenous nuclear capability or US nuclear redeployment.
Contemporary Northeast Asia Security Environment

North Korea

North Korea would consider any action which positioned alliance nuclear weapons near its territory as a compelling threat—and proof that the US remains bent on invasion and regime change. Terence Roehrig contends that North Korea has demonstrated a mature grasp of modern deterrence theory, by establishing nuclear capability to deter by denial its greatest threat.\(^\text{36}\) Andrew O’Niel’s assessment of North Korean declaratory policy and leadership statements suggests it has shrewdly identified itself as a responsible nuclear weapons state, which has yet to threaten offensive use of its arsenal.\(^\text{37}\) North Korea has executed substantial small scale aggression for decades, including when US nuclear weapons were deployed to South Korea; it is doubtful that indigenous arsenals or US weapon deployment would deter North Korean action.\(^\text{38}\)

China

While China values US extended deterrence for enabling regional stability and economic activity, it would strongly oppose introduction of nuclear weapons into the region. China already opposes Japan’s Ballistic Missile Defense system, which Japan posits is focused at North Korea, as an escalatory threat aimed at containing Chinese freedom of action.\(^\text{39}\) Surprisingly, some analysts suggest that Japanese proliferation itself would not necessarily be de-stabilizing. Such views hold that the considerable economic linkages between the two countries and likelihood that both nations would maintain only a minimal deterrence force, would lead to mutual deterrence.\(^\text{40}\) Rather, analysts suggest that China fears that Japanese proliferation would beget Taiwan to renew its long-aborted nuclear weapons development program, thereby complicating China’s national priority to reunify Taiwan.\(^\text{41}\)
Russian

Russia retains limited influence in the region since termination of its Cold War sponsorship of North Korea. However, Russia maintains particular sensitivity for regional stability to enable development of its untapped Russia Far East (RFE) oil reserves and anticipated revenue from the recently-opened northwest passage (year-round sealift across the Arctic), proximate to Vladivostok and the RFE reserves. These reserves are also proximate to disputed territory claimed by Japan. Based upon Russian reaction to proposals to establish NATO ballistic missile defense (BMD) systems near its borders in Europe, Russia would find alliance nuclear weapons a threat, and threaten revocation of the INF Treaty.42

Taiwan

Taiwan remains relevant to discussion of regional deterrence and nuclear proliferation. Many analysts posit Japanese proliferation would beget similar proliferant efforts in Taiwan, to create a minimum nuclear deterrent in opposition to the threat of Chinese invasion or coercive reunification. Most analysts perceive a US-China crisis, in response to Taiwan-China tension, as both the most likely and most dangerous potential US conflict in the northeast Asia region.

South Korea

Nuclear weapons remain delicate issue for the South Korean public. A younger South Korean public bereft of Korean War experiences has come to regard the North Korean populace as poor relatives requiring compassion and assistance, led by insensitive demagogues. Korean unification is no longer a stated South Korean national priority.43 Instead, the focus is to avoid war on the Korean peninsula, to prevent economic devastation and unspeakable suffering to all Korean people.44 North Korea is no longer perceived “the enemy,” but remains a “direct military
threat.” China is an economic partner—not a threat. Many South Koreans view the potential societal disruption from North Korean regime instability as more of a threat than North Korea’s nuclear capability. Inter-Korean engagement policies no longer conflict with US coercive efforts to roll-back North Korea’s nuclear and missile programs, and now generally support ongoing Six-Party denuclearization talks. North Korea’s unceasing and provocative small-scale aggressions (e.g. Ch’onan ship attack and Yeonpyeoung Island shelling), the South Korean government’s bumbling response to these incidents, and the long-term failure of ongoing Six-Party talks to effect North Korean denuclearization have combined to frustrate South Korean elites and the population and contribute to South Korea’s proliferation rhetoric. Analysts posit the goal of this nuclearization rhetoric is to coerce successful US and Chinese efforts to achieve North Korean denuclearization and halt further small-scale aggressions.

Japan

While political discourse about nuclear weapons is no longer political suicide, the Japanese public remains adverse to nuclear weapons and their use, and the government remains unwilling to change to nuclear doctrinal norms and prohibitions. This results not from significant direct experience with the Hiroshima/Nagasaki attacks, but national prestige from social and environmental advocacy which has made Japan a world leader in nonproliferation and denuclearization. Japan’s scientific community is perceived as unwilling to assist in efforts resulting in military nuclear capability. Japan’s military gained ministerial status in 2010, following decades where all off-island defense issues were managed by non-military representatives intentionally selected from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Despite considerable advocacy in recent years, Japan still lacks a National Security Agency institution to prioritize and focus the nation’s security issues for ministerial action.
The Japanese government was long reluctant, if not willfully negligent, to be involved in US nuclear strategy as it pertains to the defense of Japan. “It has therefore been an epoch-making development that the Japanese and US governments have, since 2009, begun to explore ways to commence consultations on extended deterrence.” Japan is frustrated with continuing North Korean aggression and the long-term lack of Six-Party talks denuclearization progress. Japan’s long term strategic concern is adversary nuclear coercion from China (or a resurgent Russia) which a weakened US will be unwilling to oppose. Overall, Japan desires neither to lose the US as an ally, nor to establish indigenous nuclear capability without strong US support. Given such weighty assurance and deterrence dilemmas, how should Japan proceed? The answer may lie with NATO Cold War alliance security assurance processes.

NATO Strategic Assurance Processes

NATO differed substantially from the Asian alliances, yet has weathered similar alliance abandonment and entrapment dilemmas. Unlike the Asian alliances, NATO was founded as a collective security pact, in which all member states committed to respond if any member nation was attacked. NATO doctrine requires consensus decision-making, where alliance partners were relative equals and collaborative dialogue and information sharing was expected between alliance partners. As noted above while describing the US-South Korea SCM process, NATO nuclear and security processes were more inclusive and collaborative than their contemporary Asian equivalents. However, enhanced collaboration did not shield Cold War NATO from significant alliance nuclear dilemmas. Permanently deploying US forces to Europe, backed by promises of atomic-armed bombers, only temporarily assuaged allied concerns. As Soviet capabilities (threat) grew, allied doubts increased, leading the US to deploy nuclear weapons to Europe under the control of US forces. This appeased some allies, while leading other partners
to fear unilateral US weapons use and increased their efforts to influence or de-facto control the possible use of US nuclear weapons in the theater. Alliance nuclear doctrine transitioned from unilateral US-only control to a process where the US assisted certain allies to create national nuclear arsenals, and allowed others to field weapons systems capable of delivering US warheads. Table 2 summarizes NATO nuclear dilemmas during the early Cold War:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Dilemma Feared</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Assurance Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>Abandonment</td>
<td>European allies unwilling to field massive army to counter the Soviet threat</td>
<td>US nuclear security guarantee to offset the Soviet threat</td>
<td>Successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>Abandonment</td>
<td>Allies fear US will be unwilling to risk US homeland to maturing Soviet nuclear threat</td>
<td>US deployed nuclear weapons to Europe</td>
<td>Successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britain and France</td>
<td>Abandonment</td>
<td>US is unwilling to protect ally vital interests (France: Dien Bien Phu, Britain: Suez Crisis)</td>
<td>US provided technical assistance to enable creation of French and British national nuclear arsenals</td>
<td>Successful--Britain and France control use of their respective arsenals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Germany</td>
<td>Entrapment</td>
<td>Possible destruction to German homeland due to unilateral US nuclear response</td>
<td>US established a pre-launch collaborative process</td>
<td>Successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>Abandonment</td>
<td>Assign US Nuclear Weapons to non-nuclear NATO powers</td>
<td>Procedures established via bilateral agreement to transfer US warhead to ally delivery vehicle</td>
<td>Successful--established &quot;burden sharing&quot; or &quot;dual-key&quot; ally nuclear capability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NATO’s nuclear dilemmas were complicated by inconsistent ally concerns and political agendas—“alliance solutions” must address competing demands from different partners. The US was motivated to search for ways to provide its NATO allies a role in nuclear matters without actually turning over control of the weapons (warhead) or encouraging additional nations to develop national nuclear capabilities. David Schwartz suggests that the US adopted five major
doctrinal changes during the 1957-1967 timeframe to address NATO ally concerns, via a “trial and error” process culminating in creation of the NATO nuclear planning group (NPG).\textsuperscript{55} Initial efforts were focused on either placing US warheads into ally-owned delivery vehicles (“nuclear burden-sharing”), or otherwise focusing on providing more weapons to the alliance. These weapons-focused doctrinal efforts were unable to satisfy the fundamental problems of control and policy formulation. Schwartz makes two key conclusions relevant to this study: 1) An alliance’s efforts to seek a solution creates considerable pressure to succeed, and 2) Efforts which stimulate consultative discussions are more likely to lead to long-term alliance success than those focused on providing an ally with (indigenous or US-provided nuclear warhead).\textsuperscript{56}

NATO’s NPG is a complex institutional anachronism. Succinctly, the NPG is a permanent consultative body comprised of all interest NATO nations, representing both the alliance’s military and civilian (political) “sides”, and chaired by NATO’s senior member (the NATO Secretary General). The NPG is a planning and policy entity not involved in crisis management. Any NPG member nation may introduce a topic for NPG consideration. NPG participants discuss such issues in a non-attribution format to clarify their personal understandings and ascertain unprompted reactions from their allied peers. Ideas are discussed in an informal, unstructured, and non-threatening manner, where views are considered both unofficial and not attributable to respective national leadership. Following such dialogue, a draft policy staffing package is created and staffed through succeeding levels of authority, “…with additions, deletions, or changes subject to the principle of unanimity.” Such consultation occurs without a defined timeline. When ready, draft policy can be introduced as a topic for monthly Ambassador-level meetings, or at one of the twice-yearly meetings of the NATO Secretary General and defense ministers.\textsuperscript{57} Figure 1 depicts NATO’s Cold War NPG:
Analyst focus on NATO’s NPG processes has overshadowed several other crucial consultative and nuclear security assurance processes leveraged within the NATO alliance. These include technical information access processes required by US law, shared US-ally “nuclear burden sharing” processes that marry a US warhead with an ally delivery vehicle, and various planning, exercise, and support processes long-utilized in NATO to ensure that all member nations demonstrably support the vital nuclear deterrence mission. Table 3 summarizes NATO’s various nuclear collaboration and nuclear sharing initiatives, which will be referenced in subsequent case study analysis.58
Table 3 – NATO Consultation and Nuclear Planning Security Assurance Initiatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nuclear Assurance Process</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>NATO Example</th>
<th>Additional Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Information Sharing</td>
<td>Enables ally access to classified US nuclear technical information. Per US Atomic Energy Act, allies must establish a specific bilateral treaty with the US to enable information transfer</td>
<td>NATO &quot;ATOMAL&quot; security clearance/access for sensitive nuclear technical information</td>
<td>Bilateral treaties with US were required to enable US support for British and French nuclear weapons programs and establishment of NATO dual-key operational delivery capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Burden-Sharing</td>
<td>IAW associated bilateral treaty, enables wartime transfer of US-controlled nuclear weapon onto an ally-owned delivery vehicle</td>
<td>NATO &quot;Dual-Key&quot; operational delivery capability</td>
<td>Also required to enable allied construction and upkeep of facilities on allied soil to store and maintain deployed US weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Consultation</td>
<td>High-level political &amp; military policy consultation</td>
<td>Nuclear Planning Group (NPG)</td>
<td>Collaboration via high-level dialogue between high-level dialogue between interested alliance nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Control &amp; Evaluation</td>
<td>Enables peacetime training and evaluation and common wartime execution doctrine of the alliance nuclear mission</td>
<td>Alliance Operational Plans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alliance nuclear evaluation and exercise processes</td>
<td>NATO TAC-Eval Nuclear Strike Exercise; NATO Command Post Exercises; NATO Nuclear Surety Inspections and Joint Safety and Security Inspections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alliance C3 System</td>
<td>Alliance nuclear command, control, and communication system</td>
<td>Civilian control of alliance nuclear operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Support</td>
<td>Doctrinal integration of alliance non-nuclear forces to support alliance nuclear operations</td>
<td>Support of Nuclear Operations with Conventional Air Tactics (SNOWCAT)</td>
<td>Air Refueling, Combat Search and Rescue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Case Studies—South Korean and Japanese Strategic Assurance Options

South Korea

South Korean confidence in US extended deterrence and security guarantees hinges on perception of US political resolve: “South Korea seems to have little concern about the technical characteristics or operational plans associated with US nuclear forces” protecting the region. South Korean leaders are frustrated by North Korea’s continued small-scale aggressions, and
concerned that failure of ongoing Six-Party talks to denuclearize North Korea may lead Tokyo to proliferate, raising the possibility of regional conflict.⁶¹ “The evidence is unambiguous that the South Koreans want clear, authoritative, and repeated statements of the US nuclear guarantee.”⁶²

While lacking the requirement to develop or position nuclear weapons within South Korea, the alliance would still benefit from several processes suggested by NATO experiences:

**Nuclear Information Sharing**: Per the US Atomic Energy Act, US nuclear technical information cannot be transferred until an ally establishes a specific bilateral treaty. Without this, technicians and consultants have no security clearance access to nuclear technical information. Until South Korea requests (and US approves) a bilateral agreement to enable such nuclear information sharing, and establishes an associated security access/control system to protect this information, no capabilities-based bilateral nuclear dialogue can occur.⁶³

**Nuclear Consultation**: The alliance created an “Extended Deterrence Policy Committee (EDPC)” in late 2010, thereby creating a policy-level consultative institution focused on alliance deterrence issues, akin to the NATO NPG. EDPC’s existence reinforces how much the US values its South Korean partner, enables the “constant statements of reassurance” function valued by South Korean leaders, and reinforces Schwartz’s NATO nuclear dilemma lessons learned. Research confirms positive political/elite and press commentary on EDPC establishment, and evidence of substantive multilateral efforts directly supporting South Korean security concerns.⁶⁴ This forum can be further utilized to establish an alliance conflict escalation ladder, define exactly how crisis consultation would be executed between the allies, and clarify each nation’s force procurement priorities. The EDPC could be further leveraged for alliance nuclear planning (operational plans, scenario-based exercises, and evaluations) and doctrine.
Conventional Support: This protocol enables detailed alliance planning and resource prioritization for necessary non-nuclear military activity required to enable a nuclear deterrence-related activity. For example, training and exercise evaluation of alliance disaster/emergency response personnel, and South Korean maritime defense or air suppression/air defense activity required to either directly support nuclear activity or deception operations.

Japan

All of the NATO nuclear assurance processes are applicable to Japan’s strategic situation:

Nuclear Information Sharing: As above, until Japan requests and the US approves a bilateral agreement enabling use of nuclear information for security purposes, no substantive dialogue about US nuclear capabilities and constraints can take place. Nuclear information sharing is also the collaborative tool direct impacting Japan’s hedging capability and efficacy. Avery Goldstein reinforces that the US-France and US-Britain bilateral agreements were the foundational tools which provided the technical details necessary for those allies to create their national nuclear arsenals. Nuclear information sharing would provide the most effective means to increase the Japanese hedge, by providing relevant technical information which could be leveraged to reduce the time that required for Japan to produce a viable nuclear weapon system. Similarly, the same bilateral agreement would be required to facilitate any kind of nuclear burden-sharing effort which the alliance may choose to undertake, from foundational emergency/accident management dialogue to potential dual-key deployment of US nuclear weapons onto Japanese territory.

Nuclear Burden-Sharing: Multiple options exist—once the information sharing agreement enables such dialogue. Dual-key alliance multilateral capability may augment
alliance hedging, while retaining US operational and conflict escalation control. While Japan does not currently possess an aircraft certified to interface with US nuclear bombs, it recently committed to purchase the US F-35 aircraft. This is the same type the US and selected NATO allies intend to use for NATO nuclear burden-sharing. Japan could also elect to seek nuclear certification for its indigenous F-2 fighter, which is based on the F-16 aircraft approved for US and Italian NATO nuclear operations. Germany and Italy followed this process to nuclear-certify their Tornado fighter aircraft. While the operational effectiveness of a nuclear-armed fighter is questionable due to robust enemy air defense systems, there is no denying the political signaling effect from the simple act of preparing and loading an aircraft which may not ever launch.

**Nuclear Consultation:** Analysts overwhelmingly recommend creation of a NPG-like bilateral consultative forum. Although both US and Japanese defense ministers advocated establishment of a bilateral deterrence group (hereafter, BDG) in their 2011 SCC meeting, unclassified research does not confirm that such an agency has actually stood-up or conducted business. Establishment and utilization of a viable BDG is required to effect success in all the other nuclear assurance initiatives. James Schoff has provided invaluable guidance toward BDG establishment, by identifying a viable Japanese political-military Security Sub-Committee (SSC) of proper authority to undertake required consultative dialogue.

**Nuclear Control & Evaluation:** Even if no additional measures are taken to enhance alliance deterrence, care should be taken to learn from NATO nuclear planning protocols. At minimum, procedures need to be defined as to when and how Japan’s capable Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) system would be utilized in a conflict—and when it would not. Japan is scheduled to move its BMD control processes to Yokota Air Base, to establish a bilateral air defense control center. Research does not indicate that scenario-based exercises have been
planned for the deterrence by denial system, nor whether the system facility will be evaluated through some form of recurring operational evaluation, or what the mechanism will be to document and act upon lessons learned. Properly refined, the BMD control center would make a logical nuclear operations control system for deterrence by punishment capability. Such exercises would also serve to season Japan’s military-inexperienced political leadership, and reinforce collective confidence in the capabilities of the alliance members. 70

**Conventional Support:** This is a pertinent topic given Japan’s existing exclusive defense-oriented policy (EDOP), which that nation currently interprets as prohibiting Japan from coming to the aid of allied forces even if the latter were being fired upon. It may be advantageous to develop criteria enabling selected nuclear support operations during times of war. Another option for consideration is integration of maritime forces in support of deterrence operations, including BMD and potential (burden-sharing) expedient retrofit of alliance submarines and surface craft to allow launch of conventional or nuclear cruise missiles. 71

**Conclusion**

NATO’s Cold War alliance nuclear assurance processes are viable and directly address key alliance nuclear deterrence and security issues in contemporary South Korea and Japan. While recent security assessments have focused upon Japan and NATO’s Nuclear Planning Group consultative processes, case study assessment confirms that selected NATO processes are directly applicable to South Korea, and that the NPG is not the only valuable assurance process.

Whereas the US has made a good start in leveraging the EDPC for nuclear consultative dialogue, South Korea must seriously consider establishing a bilateral treaty with the US to enable transfer of nuclear technical information. Only so doing would enable enhanced alliance
collaboration on issues ranging from weapons effects, operational constraints, conflict escalation doctrine, and realistic operational exercises or evaluations. The US should leverage the EDPC immediately to assess South Korea’s new 2010 Proactive Deterrence policy, which promises disproportionate South Korean retaliator response to anticipated North Korean aggression, thus threatening an escalatory spiral with North Korea.72

NATO strategic assurance processes also appear viable to addressing Japanese security assurance concerns. It remains unclear whether Japan will relax its current internal prohibition on offensive military force, thereby enabling crucial aviation or maritime support operations. However, Japan would remain within its doctrine and enhance its nuclear hedging capability if it pursued a bilateral security information sharing agreement with the US. So doing would establish capability to hold consultative dialogue at the classified and technical capabilities level to address warhead production and stockpile upkeep, delivery vehicle interface, command and control procedures. Collective understanding would thereby enable crucial operational discussion of existing Japanese capabilities, such as de-conflicting Japanese Ballistic Missile Defense deterrence by denial defense operations from other alliance activity, and integrating Japanese fire and medical forces to support emergency response operations. Given the relative immaturity of Japanese national security planning and integration of Japanese Self Defense Force capability into Japanese national political planning, it appears crucial to move the bilateral deterrence group from concept to reality and achieve alliance security goals.73

As proven in NATO, US willingness to actively engage its allies motivates both parties to successful ends. Given the stakes in contemporary Northeast Asia, the time has come to act.
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